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RIESZ DECOMPOSITIONS
IN MARKOV PROCESS THEORY

BY

R. K. GETOOR1 AND J. GLOVER2

ABSTRACT. Riesz decompositions of excessive measures and excessive func-

tions are obtained by probabilistic methods without regularity assumptions.

The decomposition of excessive measures is given for Borel right processes.

The results for excessive functions are formulated within the framework of

weak duality. These results extend and generalize the pioneering work of Hunt

in this area.

1. Introduction. Since the appearance of Hunt's pioneering work [6], it has

been clear that there is an identity between certain aspects of the theory of Markov

processes and potential theory. In Hunt's work, the processes that were emphasized

are what are now called Hunt processes. (He also considered a class of subprocesses

of a Hunt process.) In proving many of his results, Hunt assumed certain additional

regularity hypotheses about his processes. Not surprisingly, the coarser potential

theoretic results needed few hypotheses beyond the basic requirement that the

process under study be a Hunt process, while the more delicate results needed ad-

ditional regularity hypotheses such as the existence of a dual process or that the

resolvent or dual resolvent be Feller or strong Feller. It slowly became clear that it

was necessary to remove many of these regularity hypotheses in order to advance

the theory. This led to the introduction of right processes by Meyer. However, it

seems that the study of the probabilistic aspects of these processes has outstripped

to some degree the study of their associated potential theory. The present paper is

devoted largely to the study of the potential theory of right processes and, in par-

ticular, to the Riesz decompositions of excessive measures and excessive functions.

Since analytic methods are not directly available, it is necessary to use probabilistic

techniques in this study. Our main tools are appropriate versions of Ray-Knight

compactification theory, time reversal and Revuz measures.

The contents of this paper were inspired in part by Hunt's original work and

in part by the excellent set of Paris lecture notes on duality of Markov processes

written by J. B. Walsh [11]. As we describe the contents of the paper, we shall

recall some of their results to illustrate the historical framework into which our

results fit.

Let X = (£1,7,Jt,Xt,9t,Px) be a right process on a Lusin topological state

space E with Borel field Í. A point A ^ E will serve as cemetery point. Let

Pt and Ua denote the semigroup and resolvent of X.   If Uaf is ¿-measurable
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whenever / is a positive ¿-measurable function, then we say that X is a Borel

right process. In fact, a Borel right process on a Lusin state space E is nothing

but a right continuous, strong Markov process with no branch points and with a

Borel measurable resolvent. The process is said to be transient if there is a strictly

positive ¿"-measurable function q so that Uq < 1. We restrict our attention to

transient Borel right processes throughout this paper. See [3] for some apparently

weaker conditions that are equivalent to this definition of transience.

§2 is devoted to studying the Riesz decomposition of excessive measures. Hunt

assumed a form of transience (his hypothesis (E)), a Feller condition (his hypothesis

(C)) and the fact that E is locally compact with a countable base (LCCB) in study-

ing excessive measures of a Hunt process. He showed that an excessive measure £

can be decomposed into the sum of a potential piece tc and a "harmonic" piece n,

each of which can be characterized by means of a balayage operator on excessive

measures. Using compactification methods, we demonstrate that his decomposi-

tion can be extended to excessive measures of a transient Borel right process ((2.2),

(2.8)). We also show how to characterize tc and n in the strong order on excessive

measures (2.10).

Thus, studying excessive measures seems to require little in the way of regularity

hypotheses, but studying excessive functions often requires more. One hypothesis

used extensively in earlier work is that of strong duality. We outline the major

ideas here for later use. Let X = (Ú,7,7t,Xt,9t,Px) be another transient Borel

right process on (E, £) with semigroup Pt and resolvent Ua, and let m be a fixed

cr-finite measure. If

(1.1) í Ptf-gdm= f f-Ptgdm,
Je Je

for all positive f-measurable functions / and g, and if

(1.2) Xt- exists in E for all t E]0, c[,     Xt- exists in E for all t e]0, f [,

then X and X are said to be in weak duality with respect to m (or the triple

(X, X, m) is in weak duality). If, in addition, for every a > 0 and for every x in E,

(1.3) Ua(x,-)<m   and   Ûa(x, •) -C to,

then X and X are said to be in strong duality with respect to m ((X,X,m) is in

strong duality). In [9], Walsh has shown that under (1.1), (1.2) holds almost surely

Px for to almost all x, and it follows that under (1.1) and (1.3), (1.2) holds almost

surely Px for all x. If (X, X, to) is in strong duality, then for each a > 0, a potential

density ua(x,y) can be chosen which is í x if-measurable and so that

(i)    Ua(x,dy) = ua(x,y)m(dy),

Ûa(x,dy)=ua(y,x)m(dy);

(1.4)
(ii)    x y-+ ua(x,y)   is a-excessive for X,

y h-► ua(x,y)    is a-excessive for X.

As mentioned above, strong duality has been used extensively, and a discussion

of standard processes in strong duality may be found in Chapter VI of [1]. The

systematic study of weak duality is more recent and may be found in [5]. Part of
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the purpose of this paper is to show that weak duality is an appropriate framework

for potential theory, despite the lack of potential densities ua(x,y). Several of the

results of this paper are new even for standard processes in strong duality (since

precursors of our results were often discussed assuming strong duality and various

Feller hypotheses on LCCB state spaces).

§3 contains elementary results about weak duality which will be needed in later

sections. In strong duality, one can use the potential density u(x,y) = u°(x,y) to

define the potential of a positive measure p by setting

(1.5) Up(x)= j  u(x,y)p(dy).
Je

By Fubini's theorem, Up(x)m(dx) = pJJ(dx). It is this relationship which is useful

in extending the notion of "potential of a measure" to weak duality, where poten-

tial densities ua(x,y) may not exist. Let S denote the class of Borel measurable

excessive functions u of X which are finite a.e. m. A function u in S will be called

the potential of a measure p provided urn = pU, and we write u = U(p). Note

that u is determined only to a.e. in general. Let At denote the class of measures p

so that pt) = urn with u in S. It turns out that M is the class of measures p on E

which do not charge cofinely open m-copolar sets and so that pU is rr-finite (3.8).

A rich potential theory can be constructed in weak duality by restricting attention

to potentials U(p) of measures pin M. For example (3.9), if pE M and v E S with

v < U(p) a.e. to, then v = U(v) a.e. to for some measure v E M. In the case of

transient Borel right processes in strong duality, the only cofinely open m-copolar

set is the null set, M is the class of all measures p on E with pU rj-finite, and U(p)

is determined everywhere on E and is equal to Up defined in (1.5), since excessive

functions which agree m a.e. are, in fact, identical.

The results of §2 are used in §4 to obtain a Riesz decomposition theorem for

excessive functions of transient Borel right processes in weak duality (4.5). That

is, an excessive function u E S is decomposed into a sum of a potential U(p) of

a measure p in M and a "harmonic" function h. In Chapter VI of [1], a Riesz

decomposition of u into a sum u = Up -\-his given under the assumption that E is

LCCB, X and X are standard processes in strong duality, and (Ua)a>Q is strong

Feller. There, Up and h are characterized in terms of balayage. We give a similar

characterization in (4.2) and (4.4), but consult the discussion before (4.2) carefully

for details about the set K (E) used in the balayage characterization. An analogue

of the strong order for excessive functions which is appropriate for weak duality

is defined as follows: an excessive function w strongly m-dominates an excessive

function v if there is an excessive function p with w = v + p a.e. to. (In strong

duality, the strong m-domination order agrees with the usual strong order.) In

(4.8), we characterize U(p) and h in the decomposition of u above in terms of the

strong TO-domination order. As far as we know, the results in §4 are new even when

specialized to the case of standard processes in strong duality.

§5 contains several well-known facts about /i-transforms drawn from [10 and

11]. Before continuing, we briefly recall the basic notation for /i-transforms. See

§5. If u E S, then P"/(x) = u(x)~lPt(uf)(x) defines a semigroup on Eu = {0 <

u < oo}, and we let (Xt,Px/u) denote the Borel right process with semigroup

(Ptu) constructed on canonical path space. In §5, we give a version of Nagasawa's
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theorem which is valid for processes (X, X, to) in weak duality. Let X be the right

continuous reversal of X from ç—the precise definition is given in §5. If p E M

(the class M defined above, but relative to X) and u = U(p), then Nagasawa's

theorem tells us that (Xt,PM) for t > 0 is a time homogeneous Markov process

with semigroup (P"), but it does not give any information about the entrance law

of Xt, in general. The main result (6.5) of §6 is an extension of Nagasawa's theorem

that identifies this entrance law under appropriate conditions. Theorem (6.5) seems

to be of considerable probabilistic interest, and its Corollary (6.10) is fundamental

in the applications to the potential theory in §7.

In his Paris lecture notes, Walsh considered the following situation: X and X

are transient Borel right processes (actually, he permits branch points) in strong

duality with respect to to so that:

(i) for every a > 0 and for every bounded positive ¿-measurable function /, Uaf

is continuous on E;

(ii) Ul(x) is bounded in x.

Walsh proved in his Proposition (4.3) that u is the potential Up of a measure p if

and only if

(1.6) Pl/u[AV exists in E, 0 < c < oo] = 1

for every x in Eu. In §7, we extend his result to the case of Borel right processes

in weak duality. Our methods are quite different from his. Choose q with 0 < q <

1, m(q) < oo and h = Uq < 1. Fix a countable set (gn) which is dense in the set

of bounded positive uniformly continuous functions on E, and define

A = P)P|{0<C<oo, Xf_ exists in E, h(X^) = h(X<.)-,
(1.7) r    n

Ûr(hgn)(X^) = Ûr(hgn)(X,).},

where r ranges over the positive rationals. It is immediate, under Walsh's conditions

given above, that almost surely, A = {Xç_ exists in E, 0 < c < oo}. The main

result of §7 is that u E S is the potential U(p) of a measure p E M if and only if

PX/U(A) = 1 m a.e. on Eu. Moreover, for any u E S, uP'lu(A) is the potential of

a measure in M and
u = uP'u(A) + uP'u(Ac)

is the Riesz decomposition u = U(p) + h of §4 described earlier. The main tools

in proving these results are (6.10) and an extension of the Revuz formula of [5]

to additive functional which may jump at c. This extension is discussed in the

Appendix and should prove to be useful in other situations.

NOTATION. Most of the notation we use is standard and can be found in [1] and

[2], with one glaring exception which we shall discuss later. We shall use the symbol

= to mean "is defined to be". If (W, W) is any measurable space, then ~W (resp.

b"W, ~W + ,bW+) will also be the collection of W-measurable numerical functions on

W (resp. which are bounded, which are positive, which are bounded and positive).

If D is any metric space, CU(L>) (resp. bCu(D)) is the collection of uniformly

continuous functions on D (resp. which are bounded). The glaring exception men-

tioned above is the following: The semigroup and resolvent of X are Pt (x, dy) and

Ua(x,dy) so that Ptf(x) = f f(y)Pt(x,dy) and Uaf(x) = f f(y)Ua(x,dy). Simi-

larly, the semigroup and resolvent of X are Pt(x, dy) and Ua(x, dy) so that Ptf(x) =
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/ f(y)Pt(x,dy), Uaf(x) = J f(y)Ua(x,dy) and pUa(-) = Jp(dx)Ua(x, ■). This is

not the notation used in [1] and [6] for Pt and Ua. The present notation is better

suited to weak duality. As usual, Pta = e~QtPt and P" = e~atPt. If / E £+ and v is

a measure on E, then fv denotes the measure f(x)v(dx), while vf = u(f) = f f du.

In more complicated formulas, we shall sometimes write / • v or v ■ f for clarity

in place of fv. For example, pU ■ g is the measure A —y JApU(dx)g(x), while

pUg = / pJJ(dx)g(x).

2. Excessive measures. Let X = (fi, J, 7t, Xt, 0t, PX) be a Borel right process

on a Lusin topological state space (E, £) with semigroup Pt and resolvent Ua and

with cemetery point A ^ E. No duality hypotheses are assumed in this section,

but we do assume that X is transient in the following sense: there is a function

q E £ with 0 < q < 1 and Uq < 1. Most of the results in this section extend to

the case of arbitrary (universally measurable) right processes on [/-spaces, but we

restrict ourselves to the case of Borel right processes since subsequent sections will

be concerned only with that case.

(2.1) DEFINITION. A measure £ is a-excessive for X (or Í7) provided £ is rj-finite

and £Pta < £ for every t > 0. The class of a-excessive measures will be denoted by

Exca(U).

Excessive measures of Borel right processes are investigated in [4], to which we

shall often refer. In order to discuss the Riesz decomposition of excessive measures

in the present situation we extend the idea of the proof of [4, (4.1)]. To do this,

we shall recall the extension of the Ray-Knight procedure discussed in §3 of [4] ;

the reader is referred there for further details. Given a function q as described in

the first paragraph of this section, we set Vg(x) = Uq(x)~lU(qg)(x), so that V is

the zero-potential of a process Y = (il, §, Qt,Yt,9t,Qx) which can be obtained as

follows: produce a process Z by /i-transforming X with Uq, then produce Y by

time-changing Z by the right continuous inverse of the additive functional At =

f0(q/Uq)(Zs)ds. Since q E £, Vag(x) E £ for every g E £ + , so Y is a Borel right

process. Let Qt be the semigroup of Yt. Since VIe = 1e, Rt = elQt is a Markovian

semigroup on E. If we set
/■oo

Wag(x)= e-atRtg(x)dt,
Jo

then W1+a = Va.   Let R denote the Ray cone generated by Wa.   If Ë is_the

Ray compactification of E constructed with respect to R, then E is Borel in E. If

CU(E) denotes the continuous functions on E, then Wa extends to a resolvent W

on E~, and Wa:Cu(E) -► Cu(Ë)^Let V" = PFI+a,jind let F = (Yt,QX) be the

Ray process on E with resolvent V   and semigroup Qt. Let cJ = inf{i: Yt (£ E}. If

x E E, then (Yt,Qx) and (Yt,cJ, Q ) are indistinguishable in a sense made precise

in [2, (11.8)]. Of course, (Yt,ö) is the process Yt killed at a. For simplicity we may

use the same cemetery point A ^ E for both (Yt) and (Yt,cJ). Let Er denote the

set of regular points for E in E (relative to Y), and let D be the set of nonbranch

points for F in E. Set F = DHEr. Then E E F.

(2.2) PROPOSITION. Let £ E Exc(U), and let q be chosen as above and so

that tl(q) < oo. There are a measure p on E and a measure 7 on F — E so that

£ = pU + *jV ■ q~l■ Moreover, p and 7 are unique.
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REMARK. It is worth keeping in mind throughout this discussion that E =

E(q) depends on q. Thus, for each £ E Exc(U), we may have to pick a different

compactification E(q) to obtain the result. Of course, once q is fixed, E(q) will

work for all £ E Exc(U) with £(<?) < oo.

PROOF. Choose measures pn on E with pnU increasing to £ [4, (1.5)]. If

h = Uq, then (hpn)V increases to g£, so ç£ E Exc(V). Now (hpn)Vl = (hpn)Vl <

£(g) < oo. Since V 1 = (a+1)-1 on E, (hpn) has a subsequence (hpnk) converging

weakly to a measure A on E. If / is in R (the extension of the Ray cone R to E),

then

XV J = hm(hpnk)Vj = £(<?/),
k

so AV = <?£ since R — R is dense in CU(E). If we set A = AQ0, then XV = <?£.

Since g£ is concentrated on E, X must be concentrated on F. We have

(2.3) <?£ = (1EA)F + (If-eA)F = (h~llEX)U ■ q + (If-eA)F

or

t = (h-llEX)U+(lF-EX)V-q-\

Set p = (/i-1lB)A and 7 = 1f-eX. Suppose p' is a measure on E and 7' is a

measure on F - E so that £ = p'U + 7'F -g-1. Then h(p' - p)V = (7' - i)V.

Since F is a right process when restricted to F and p' — p and 7' — 7 are carried by

F, h(p' — p) = 7' — 7 by [4, (1.1)]. Since p' — pis carried by E, h is strictly positive

on E, and 7' - 7 is carried by F — E, p' = p and 7' = 7.    Q.E.D.

(2.4) DEFINITION. A measure £ E Exca(i7) is said to be an a-measure potential

if £ = pUa for some measure p on E. The class of a-measure potentials is denoted

by PotQ(f/).

It is natural to expect the measure 7F • q~* in (2.2) to be "harmonic" since 7

is carried by the "boundary" F — E. One may well wonder whether or not the

property of being harmonic depends upon the choice of q and hence the choice of

compactification E = E(q). It does not (see (2.10)), so we make the following

(2.5) DEFINITION. Let £ E Exc(U). If for some q chosen as in (2.2), £ = 7F-g_1

for some measure 7 carried by F — E, then £ is said to be harmonic. The class of

harmonic measures is denoted by Har(C/).

We now investigate alternative characterizations of measures in Pot(f7) and

Har([7). Assuming his hypotheses (C) and (E), Hunt characterized measures in

Pot(U) and Har(f/) in terms of balayage of measures [6, (14.7), (14.6)].

(2.6) DEFINITION. Let £ E Exc(f7), and let B be a nearly Borel set. Choose

measures pn on E so that pnU increases to £ and define the balayage operator

LB£ = lim pnPßU.
n

We refer the reader to §§8 and 14 of [6] for the following properties of L#. Also §1

of [4] is useful for the straightforward extension of Hunt's results to right processes.

(i) Lß£ is independent of the choice of sequence (pn)\

(ii) LB£ < £, LB£ = £ on B, and LB£ E Exc(f/);

(iii) if B is finely open, then LB£ = inf{A E Exc(U): X > £ on B};

(iv) if n E Exc(U), then LB(£ + 77) = LB(£) + LB(n);

(v) LB(pU) = pPBU. _

(2.7) DEFINITION. If Ë is any compactification of E, K(É) = {K: K is compact

in Ë; K E E}. If K E K(Ë), then Kc means E - K.
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(2.8) THEOREM. Let £ E Exc({7) and choose q as in Proposition (2.2). Let

E be the compactification described above (2.2). Then £ E Pot(U) if and only if

mf{LK"£: K E K(E)) = 0, and £ E Har([/) if and only if Lk-Í = £ for every

KeK(E).

REMARK. Recall that £ is the trace on E of the Borel field of Ë [2, (11.3)], so

that K and Kc are in £. Thus Lk<=£ is well defined by (2.6).

Before proving this, let us see what this says in the "classical cases;" i.e., assume

(C^a)a>o is strong Feller and E is locally compact with a countable base. Then q

may be chosen so that Uq is bounded and continuous on E. In this case K(E) is

the collection of sets in E which are compact in E. This should be compared with

[6, (14.6), (14.7)].
PROOF. Fix £ E Exc(U) and q as in (2.2) so that £ = pU + 7V ■ g-1, with p

a measure on E and 7 a measure on F — E. For any v E Exc(V), and for any

sequence pn with pnV increasing to v, we set MBv = limn pnQBV, so that MB is

the balayage operator for the process Y defined above (2.2). Since a measure A is

in Exc(U) if and only if çA E Exc(V), it follows from (2.6)(iii) that LB = q~lMBq

for any set B E £ which is finely open for X (and hence is also finely open for Y).

Thus, since g£ = (hp)V + 7V,

inf{LKc£:K E K(Ë)} = g"1 inf{MKc((hp)V+ 1V):K E K(Ë)}.

Fix for the moment K E K(E). Applying the comments following (2.6), we

see that MKc(hpV + 7V) = (hp)QKcV + MKc(^V). Because Kc is finely open

for Y, Mkc^V) = inf{A E Exc(V):A > 7F on Kc).  If Exc(F | F) denotes the

class of excessive measures for the (right) process Y (Y restricted to F), then

X E Exc(F I F) if and only if Ä G Exc(V). (Note that Ä E Exc(F | F) implies Ä is

carried by E and recall F - E is polar for F   .) Therefore

MKc (7F) = inf{A E Exc(F | F): X > 7F on F - K},

_ _ _E1

since both A and 7V are carried by E. Applying (2.6) (iii) to F , we obtain

MK- (7F) = lQF-KV. But 7 is carried by F - E C F - K and F - K is finely
_c1 _ _ ___ _

open for Y   . As a result lQF_K = 7 and so Mk-{iV) = ^V for each K E K(E).

Now choose Hn open in E, Hn D E — E so that THn increases to a = T-^_E,

a.s. Qp. Let Kn = E - Hn. Then Kn E K(E), and since p is carried by E and

KnEHn

{hp)QKcVf = -Qhp [   f{Yt)dt<-Qhp f   f(Yt)dt,

for / E b£+. This last expression approaches zero as n approaches infinity and so

hpQKc V decreases to zero. Combining these results gives

inf{LK<£:tf g K(Ë)) = g-1 inf{MJfCg£:K G K(Ë)} = 7F-g"1.

By the uniqueness part of (2.2), £ G Pot([/) if and only if 7 = 0, and £ G Har(f/)

if and only if p = 0. The result follows.    Q.E.D.
Now we turn to an examination of the strong ordering of excessive measures.
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(2.9) DEFINITION. £ G Exc(f7) is said to strongly dominate A G Exc(U) if there

exists p E Exc(U) with £ = A + p.

There is a closely related notion of strong domination of excessive functions (see

§4), and in fact the next few results will be used there. Given £ G Exc(U), we

showed in (2.2) that £ can be decomposed as pU + 7V • q~l = pU + rj. The next

result characterizes pU and n without reference to a compactification (so that our

definition of the class Har([/) does not depend on the compactification chosen).

(2.10) THEOREM. // £ G Exc(U), choose q as in (2.2) and write £ = pU +

7F- g"1 = pU + n.  Then:

(i) n is the largest excessive measure dominated by £ which strongly dominates

no nonzero measure in Pot(i7).

(ii) 7] is the largest excessive measure in the strong order which is strongly dom-

inated by £ and which strongly dominates no nonzero measure in Pot(U).

(iii) pU is the largest measure (in either the ordinary order or the strong order)

in Pot(U) which is strongly dominated by £.

PROOF, (i) Suppose tc e Exc(U) and tc < £. Then (in the notation of (2.2) (so

h = Uq)), there is a measure p on F so that qic = pV. It is easy to check that such

a measure tc strongly dominates no nonzero measure in Pot(U) if and only if p is

carried by F - E. In this case, we have (hp)V + 7V > pV with p carried by E,

and 7 and p carried by F — E. Thus we may choose a decreasing sequence (Gn)

of open sets in E containing E - E so that TGn increases to T=_E a.s. Qp. Then

{hp)QGnV + ^QGnV > PQc,y ■ (Here we have used the fact that if XV < vV and

B is Borel, then XQBV < vQBV—given / > 0, choose (/„) with Vfn increasing to

QBVf.) But 7<2g„ = 7 and P-Qön = A* srnce 1 and p are carried by F - E C Gn,

and {hp)QGjV = (hp)QGnnEV approaches zero as n tends to infinity as in the

proof of (2.8). Thus, letting n approach infinity, we obtain 7V > pV, or r\ > tc.

(ii) Suppose £ strongly dominates tc E Exc(U) so that £ = tc + v for some

v E Exc(U). As in (i), there are measures p and A on F so that g7r = pV and

qv = XV. If we assume, in addition, that tc strongly dominates no nonzero measure

in Pot(U), then p is carried by F — E. In this case, we have

(hp)V + 1V = pV + (lEX)V + (1F_EX)V.

Set 6 = (hp) + lg A, and choose a decreasing sequence (Gn) of open sets in E

containing E — E so that TGn increases to rF=_E, Q   a.s. As in (i), we have

(hp)QGJ + 7QGnF = pQGJ + (1EX)QGJ + (1F-E\)QgJ-

Since 7<3q^ =jy, pQGn = p, (lF-EX)QGn = 1F-EX and limn(hp)QGnV_ =

\imn(lEX)QGnV = 0, we obtain upon letting n increase to infinity that 7V =

pV + (1F-eX)V. That is, n strongly dominates tc.

(iii) Suppose £ strongly dominates vU. Then £ = vU + p for some p E Exc(CZ).

Choose pn on E with pnU increasing to p. Then (v + pn)U increases to £. From

the proof of (2.2), there is a subsequence pnk so that h(v + pnk) converges weakly

to a measure A on E, where h = Uq. Since hv < A, hv = (hv)Q0 < X Q0 = A, and

so hv < IeX. Hence, v < h~llEX = p, so p — v is a positive measure. Therefore,

vU is strongly dominated by pU.    Q.E.D.
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(2.11) REMARK. It is immediate from (2.10) that given £ G Exc(U), then

£ G Har([/) if and only if £ strongly dominates no nonzero measure in Pot(i7), and

that £ G Pot(í/) if and only if £ strongly dominates no nonzero measure in Har(f/).

3. Weak duality: Elementary results. Fix two Borel right processes X =

(ü,7,7t,Xt,9t,Px) and X = (Û,îît,Xt,9t,Px) on a Lusin topological space

(E,£). In this section, and for the rest of the paper, we assume that X and

X are in weak duality with respect to a fixed fj-finite measure to on E; that is,

conditions (1.1) and (1.2) are assumed to hold. If p is any measure on (E, £), let

{fiÇ)n — J fydp. We shall write (/,g) for (f,g)m. Thus (1.1) may be rewritten as

(3.1) (Ptf,g) = (f,Ptg)

for /, g E £+. It is an immediate consequence of (3.1) that to is both excessive and

coexcessive. Also

(3-2) [Uaf,g) = (f,Ûag).

As stated in the Introduction we shall suppose that X and X are transient through-

out this paper. That is, there is a function q E £ with 0 < g < 1 such that Uq < 1

and Uq < 1. Of course, our results have analogs for a > 0 which are valid without

this assumption of transience.

(3.3) DEFINITION. Sa = Sa(U) (resp. Sa = Sa(U)) is the collection of Borel

measurable functions on E which are a-excessive for X (resp. X) and which are

finite a.e. to.

If / is a universally measurable a-excessive function, then there is a Borel mea-

surable a-excessive function g with f = g except on a finely open m-polar set [5,

(6.11)].
(3.4) DEFINITION. Exca(U) (resp. Exca(J7)) is the collection of tr-finite a-exces-

sive measures for X (resp. X).

As usual, S°, 5°, Exc°(U) and Exc0(c7) will be written S,S, Exc(U) and

Exc(L>).

(3.5) DEFINITION. A function u E Sa will be called the a-potential of a measure

p if urn = pUa. We also say p has a-potential u in this case, and we use the notation

u = Ua(p).

IMPORTANT REMARK. By the uniqueness theorem [4, (1.1)] if p,Ua and v(ja

are tr-finite and equal, then p = v. Consequently u determines p uniquely in (3.5).

Conversely p determines Ua(p) a.e. to.

The terminology and notation above is motivated by that used in strong duality

(see Chapter VI of [1]). There, pÚa(dx) = Uau(x)m(dx), and Uap(x), the a-

potential of p, is determined everywhere (not just to a.e.); see (1.5).

(3.6) PROPOSITION. If f E Sa, then fm G Exca(/7). If ß E Exca(¿>) is

absolutely continuous with respect to to, then there is an f E Sa with ß = fm.

PROOF. Let / G Sa, and set ß = fm. Then

ßP?(g) = (f,P?g) = (Ptaf,g) < (f,g) = p(g)

for all g E £+. Since / < oo a.e. to., ß is a-finite, and so ß E Exca(U).
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Now suppose that ß G Exca(¿/) and ß <C to. Then ß = hm for some function

hE £ + \h < oo m a.e. since ß is tr-finite. For every g E £+,

(Ptah,g) = (h,Ptag)=fiPtag

increases to ß(g) = (h, g) as t decreases to zero. Hence, h is m-a-excessive [5,

(6.14)]. By [5, (6.19)], there is a Borel measurable a-excessive / with f = h a.e. m

so that / G Sa and fi = fm.    Q.E.D.
Now we single out the class of measures p for which Ua(p) can be defined. This

class will play an important role in subsequent sections.

(3.7) DEFINITION. Let Ma (resp. Ma) be the class of cr-finite measures p on E

not charging cofinely open m-copolar sets and with pUa tr-finite (resp. finely open

m-polar sets and with pUa tr-finite).

Note that to belongs to both Ma and Ma if a > 0, but may not belong to

M = M° or M = M°. This occurs, for example, if X and X are Brownian motion

in R3 and to is Lebesgue measure on R3.

(3.8) PROPOSITION. Let p be a measure on E. The following statements are

equivalent.
(i) pEMa.

(ii) pUa is o-finite and pUa <C to.

(iii) p has an a-potential Ua(p) E Sa.

(iv) pUa is o-finite and m-copolar sets are p-copolar.

PROOF. (i)=»(ii). We need only show that if A E £ and m(A) = 0, then

pUa(A) = 0. Define a cofinely open Borel set by setting B = {x:Ua(x,A) > 0}.

If ß > a,mUl3(A) < (l/ß)m(A) = 0. By the monotone convergence theorem,

0 = \imß[a mU13(A) = mUa(A). Therefore, m(B) = 0. Since cofinely open m-null

sets are m-copolar, B is m-copolar. Thus p(B) = 0 (since p G Ma) and we conclude

that pUa(A) =0.

(ii)=>(iii). Since pÛa E Exca(U), there is a function Ua(p) E Sa with pUa =

Ua(p)-mhy (3.6).

(iii)=>(i). Since pUa = Ua(p) ■ to and UQ(p) E Sa,pUa is tr-finite and pÛa

does not charge cofinely open m-null sets. Therefore, neither does p. Since cofinely

open TO-copolar sets are m-null, p G Ma.

(i)-w-(iv). A measure p satisfying (iv) clearly in Ma since cofinely open p-copolar

sets are p-null sets. Conversely, if p G Ma, let A be a Borel m-copolar set. Then

B = {x:Px(TA < oo) > 0} is cofinely open and m(B) = 0. Thus p(B) = 0 so

/•^(Ta < oo) = 0.    Q.E.D.
In the case of standard processes in strong duality, m-polar=polar= copolar=m-

copolar, and the empty set is the only cofinely (or finely) open polar set.

Let p E M. Then p is necessarily cr-finite and p does not charge cofinely open

m-copolar sets. Getoor and Sharpe [5, (11.11)] showed that a tr-finite measure p is

the Revuz measure of a natural homogeneous random measure if and only if p does

not charge any m-copolar set. We shall not use this result, so we refer the reader

to [5] for details.

(3.9) PROPOSITION. Let p E AT and let u = Ua(p). If v E Sa and v < u
a.e. m, then v = Ua(v) for some measure v E Ma.
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PROOF. £ = vm E Exca(C/) by (3.6). But £ < urn = pJJa, and hence by [4,

(4.2)], £ = vUa for some measure v on E. Then vUa = vm. Thus v E Ma and

v = Ua(v).    Q.E.D.

The following result is simple and interesting, and will be used in §4 to translate

the results of §2 from excessive measures to excessive functions. If B E £, let

TB = inf{t >0:XtE B),    SB = inf{f: 0 < t < c, Xt- E B),

PSf(x) = Ex[e-aT°f(XTB)],    Pg_f(x) = Ex[e-aS°f(XSB)],

and TB,SB,PB and PB_ are the corresponding objects for X.

(3.10) PROPOSITION. Let p E Ma, and letBeS. Then pPg and pPBx_ are

in Ma, and their a-potential functions are Pg_i/a(p) and P§Ua(p), respectively.

PROOF. pPgÛa < pÛa and pP§_Ûa < pÛa, so by (3.8)(ii), pPg and p.P§_

are in Ma. The assertions about their a-potential functions amount to pPßUa =

PB_Ua(p) ■ m and pPB_Ua = P¡¡Ua(p) ■ m, respectively, and these are proved

exactly as in [5, (11.6)].    Q.E.D.

4. The first two characterizations of potentials. In this section we "du-

alize" work in §2 to obtain results on excessive functions. The assumptions of §3

remain in force: X and X are transient Borel right processes in weak duality with

respect to m. Since we want to phrase our results in this section in terms of the

excessive functions of X, we will need to use the results of §2 applied to the dual

process X. Thus, if £ G Exc(U) and B E £, LB£ = limnpnPBU, where (pn) is

a sequence of measures on E chosen so that pnU increases to £. Also recall the

operator PB_ defined above (3.10).

(4.1) PROPOSITION. //£ = urn with uE S, then LB£ = (PB-u) ■ m for every

Be£.

PROOF. Choose measures pn on E so that pnU increases to £. Then pnU <C m,

so pnU = unm with un E S. We may assume un < u by replacing un with

min(un,u). It is clear that un < un+i, m a.e. Hence w = liminfu„ = u, m a.e.,

Ptw < w and w < u. Since mPt({w ^ u}) < m({w ^ u}) = 0, Ptw = Ptu a.e. to.

Thus if we let v = lim^o Ptw, we get that v = u, m a.e., v E S and v < w < u. Set

G = [J{un > un+i} D{v^ u}.
n

Then G is finely open and m-null. If n E M is equivalent to m, then G is ry-null. By

(3.10), r\PB- G Ai, so G is nPB- polar (3.8), and hence toPb_ polar. In particular

mPB- does not charge G, so

LB£ = \impnPBÛ = lim(PB_un) ■ to = (PB-u) ■ m,
n n

where the second equality is obtained from (3.10) and the third is obtained by

applying the monotone convergence theorem since un increases to u off G. Q.E.D.

Now we characterize potentials in terms of balayage by "dualizing" (2.8). We

first recall the "classical case" discussed in VI-2 of [1], where X is a standard process

in strong duality with a standard process X on an LCCB state space E; (Ua)a>Q
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is assumed to be strong Feller. Then any u E S is locally m-integrable and u can

be decomposed uniquely as« = Up + h, where Up is the potential of a measure

p on E, and h is an excessive function with the property that Poh = h whenever

D is the complement of a compact subset of E [1, VI-2.11]. Moreover, a function

u E S is the potential of a measure, Up, if and only if limn Pk^u = 0 a.e. m, where

(Kn) is a fixed increasing sequence of compact subsets of E such that Kn C interior

(Kn+i)andE = {jKn.

Let us now return to discussing the case of weak duality. What is the correct

necessary and sufficient condition characterizing potentials in terms of hitting op-

erators in general? To answer this, we recall some notation of §2, but now for the

process X. Let u E S so that £ = urn E Exc(i7) (3.6). Choose g as in §2 so that

£(g) < oo and Uq < 1. Set Vg(x) = Uq(x)~1U(qg)(x), and compactify E with the

Ray cone generated by (Va)a>o and (Wa)a>o as in §2 to obtain a space E. Recall

that K(E) is the collection of subsets of E which are compact in the topology of

Ê, and that K(Ê) c £. Also Kc = E - K if K E K(Ê).

(4.2) THEOREM. Let u E S. Then u is the potential of a measure in M, u =

U(p), if and only if inf{P«-c_u:Ä" G K(E)} = 0, a.e. m (equivalently, um E

Pot(fJ)).

Before starting the proof, we emphasize once again that E and K(E) may change

with different choices of q. Of course, a similar result characterizing when a function

û G S is the copotential of a measure fi E M holds as well.

PROOF. Let £ = urn. Then £ G Pot(J7) if and only if there is a measure p on

E with pXJ = urn. That is, u = U(p). If we use (4.1), then (2.8) translates into

the following statement: £ G Pot(?7) if and only if inf{PKc_u m:K E K(Ê)} = 0.

That is, u = U(p) if and only if inf{PKc_u: K E K(E)} = 0 a.e. m.    Q.E.D.

In the "classical case" discussed before (4.2), where X and X are standard pro-

cesses in strong duality with (Ua) a strong Feller resolvent on an LCCB state space,

q may be chosen so that Uq is bounded and continuous on E and K(E) is the col-

lection of sets in E which are compact in E. Moreover, PB_ = PB for standard

processes, so (4.2) "almost" gives the well-known result in the classical case. (One

needs to apply a standard argument permitting one to take the infimum over one

fixed sequence of compact sets rather than over all compact sets. It is certainly

necessary to allow the infimum over all sets in K(E) in the general case—one fixed

sequence simply will not do.)

For the next definition recall the definition of Har(C/) in (2.5) and its character-

ization in (2.8). Of course, (2.5) and (2.8) must be applied to X.

(4.3) DEFINITION. V. = {u E S:um E Har(<7)}.

The following characterization of M is an immediate consequence of (2.8) and

(4.1).

(4.4) PROPOSITION.  hEM if and only if PKc_h = h a.e. m for every K E

K(Ê).  '

We come now to the first version of the Riesz decomposition for excessive func-

tions.
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(4.5) THEOREM. Let u E S. Then u = U(p) + h a.e. m where p E M. and

h E U. Moreover, p is unique and h is unique a.e. m.

PROOF. Applying the duals of (2.2), (2.5) and (2.8) to um E Exc(f/), we may

write urn = pU + n where p is a measure carried by E and n E Har(i7). Clearly

pU and n are absolutely continuous with respect to to. By (3.8), p E M and

pU = U(p) ■ to, while (3.6) gives n = hm with hE S. Therefore u = U(p) + h a.e.

m, and h E U since r¡ E Har((7). The uniqueness assertions follow from those of

(2.2).    Q.E.D.
Next we shall characterize M and potentials of measures in M in terms of the

appropriate strong order for weak duality.

(4.6) DEFINITION, u E S is said to strongly m-dominate v E S if there exists

w E S with u = v + w a.e. m. If the equality holds everywhere we say that u

strongly dominates v.

(4.7) LEMMA. Let u E S. Then u E )i if and only if u strongly m-dominates

the potential of no nonzero measure in M.

PROOF. uEri if and only if urn G Har(C7). By (2.10)(ii) this means urn strongly

dominates no nonzero measure in Pot(ÍZ)—that is to say of the form U(p) ■ m with

p E M. But U(p) = 0 a.e. m if and only if p = 0.    Q.E.D.
In the next theorem uw is larger than v" means w > v a.e. m.

(4.8) THEOREM. Let u E S and u = U(p) + h a.e. m be the decomposition of

(4.5).  Then:

(i)  h is the largest element of )i with h <u a.e. m.

(ii)  h is the largest element of M in the strong m-domination order which is

strongly m-dominated by u.

(iii)  U(p) is the largest potential of a measure in M in either the ordinary order

(up to m-null sets) or the strong m-domination order which is strongly m-

dominated by u.

PROOF. If £ = urn and n = vm with u,v G S, then £ < n if and only if u < v

a.e. m, and £ is strongly dominated by n if and only if u is strongly m-dominated

by v. Bearing in mind (4.3) and the fact that urn G Pot(U) if and only if u = U(p)

for pE M, (4.8) is now a direct translation of the dual of (2.10).    Q.E.D.

If the processes X and X are in strong duality with respect to to, then two

excessive functions which agree a.e. m are identical. Also if u, v E S and u > v a.e.

to, then u > v. This leads to obvious simplifications in the statement of (4.8).

5. Time reversal and /¡.-transforms. In this section, we collect several facts

about time reversal and /¡.-transforms which will be needed later. Most of the facts

are well known. Some of the /i-transform results can be found in [10]. There is a

complete exposition in the Paris lecture notes of J. B. Walsh [11].

Let X = (VL,J,Jt,Xt,9t,Px) be a Borel right process canonically constructed

on the space fi of right continuous paths in £ U {A}. Let Pt and Ua be the

semigroup and resolvent of X, and let h be a Borel measurable excessive function.

Set Eh = {x:0 < h(x) < oo} G £. As usual, a conditioned semigroup may be

defined on Eh by setting

Pthf(x) = ri(x)-1Pt(//i)(x)    for x E Eh.
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In a perhaps unusual move, we extend Pt  to be a semigroup on all of E by setting

Pthf(x) = f(x)    for x E E - Eh-

It is well known that there exist probabilities Pxlh for x in Eh so that Xh =

(Xt, Px/h) is a Borel right process with state space Eh and semigroup P/1 restricted

to Eh- Let wx be the path in fl so that ux(t) = x for all t > 0. If x E E — Eh, let

Px/h be unit mass at wx. Then (Xt, Px^h)xeE is a Borel right process with state

space E and semigroup P/1 for which Eh and E — Eh are absorbing.

Recall that 7° = o{Xs: s > 0} and 7° = o{Xs: s < t}. If Q is any probability
on (fl, 7°), 7® is the Q-completion of 7°, SI® is the ideal of Q-null sets in 7®,

and 7tQ = e(7?, MQ). Then 7t* = f]Q ?? y ?t*+ = f)s>t %■
Let S be an arbitrary (7t) stopping time. One may always choose an (7t*+)

stopping time T so that S = T, PM a.s. for every measure p on E [8]. Thus, we

may restrict our attention to (7t*+) stopping times in the next well-known result, a

proof of which may be found in [11].

(5.1) PROPOSITION.   IfT is an (7t*+) stopping time and F E b7f+, then

E*lh[F;T < c] = h(x)~1Ex[Fh(XT)]

for every x in Eh ■

(5.2) COROLLARY.   If X has left limits a.s. on ]0,c[, then so does Xh.

In the case that X has left limits a.s. on ]0, (\, we may use the canonical space

O of paths w. [0, oo[—y E U {A} which are right continuous on [0, oo[ with left limits

in E on ]0, c[.

Let (I,I,v) be a cr-finite measure space, and let {uz(x):z E 1} be a family of

functions indexed by / so that each uz is excessive for X. Suppose that (z, x) *-*

uz(x) is I x £ measurable. Set h(x) = J uz(x)v(dz) so that h E £ is excessive. For

each x E E and for each z E I, let Px = Px/U*.

(5.3) PROPOSITION.   For each x E Eh and for each F E 7*+,

Ex/h[F] = h(x)~x f uz(x)Ex[F]v(dz).

The next result shows that with the slightly unusual /i-transform we have de-

fined above, weak duality is preserved. Let X = (Q,7,7t,Xt,9t,Px) and X =

(Q,7,7t,Xt,9t,Px) be Borel right processes in weak duality with respect to to

as in §1. We assume they are defined on the canonical space fi mentioned after

Corollary (5.2) so the results above apply.

(5.4) PROPOSITION. If h E S, then Xh and X are Borel right processes in
weak duality on E with respect to hm.

PROOF. Recall that m(h = oo) = 0 and h E £ by definition of 5. Therefore,

P/1/ G £+ whenever / G £+, so Xh is a Borel right process. Since h < oo a.e. m,

the measure hm is carried by Eh- Now Pth(x) = 0 if h(x) = 0. Thus if / and g are

bounded positive Borel functions on E, then

(f,Pthg)hm= f   f(Pthg)hdm= [   fPt(hg) dm = (f,Pt(hg))
Jeh Jeh
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since m(h = oo) = 0 and Pt(hg) = 0 on {h = 0}. But

(f,Pt(hg)) = (Ptf,hg) = (Ptf,g)hm,

which gives the desired result.    Q.E.D.

Finally, we need Nagasawa's theorem on time reversal. A proof of this is given

in §14 of [5] for a restricted class of initial measures for processes in weak duality.

Since a "slightly unusual" definition of P/1 is being used here, one needs to check

that Nagasawa's theorem holds if this version of P/1 is used. The modifications

in the proof in [5] needed to extend it here are elementary, so we omit them and

state the following result for the record. A cooptional time L is an F*-measurable

random variable with L < c and Lo9t = (L - t)+ for every w in Í2.

(5.5) THEOREM. Let pE M, and let û = U(p) be the copotential of p. If L is
a cooptional time for X, define

X   ={ X(L-^-     ifQ<t<L<(x>y

I A otherwise.

Under Pß, (Xt)t>0 is a homogeneous Markov process with semigroup (P~).

Note that (5.5) says nothing about determining the entrance law of Xt; it only

gives information about the semigroup.

6. A time reversal theorem. We begin this section with two results about

a-potentials of measures. As in earlier sections, X and X are transient Borel right

processes in weak duality with respect to m. In particular (1.2) is being assumed.

Observe that Ma E Mß if a < ß.

(6.1) PROPOSITION. Let p E M and set ua = Ua(p) for a > 0. IfO < a < ß,

then

(6.2) ua = u0 + (ß - a)Uauß = uß + (ß- a)Ußua

except possibly on a finely open m-polar set.

PROOF. According to the resolvent equation,

pl> = pUß + (ß- a)pUßUa = pUß + (ß- a)pUaUß.

If g G £+, then pUßUa(g) = (uß,Uag) = (Uauß,g) and similarly p,UaUß(g) =

(Ußua,g). Therefore (6.2) holds a.e. m. Since each term in (6.2) is finely continu-

ous, one obtains (6.1).    Q.E.D.

Under strong duality the next result is a trivial consequence of Fubini's theorem.

(6.3) PROPOSITION. LetpEMandßEM. Then for eacha>0, p[Ua(ß)] =

ß[Ua(fi)}.

PROOF. Let ua = Ua(p) and ua = Ua(ß). Since ûa E Sa, nÛa+nûa increases

to ûa as n increases to infinity. Therefore

p(ùa) = hmnp(ÛaJrnûa) = limn(ua+n,Ûa) = lim nß(Uaua+n).
n n n

From (6.1), ua = ua+n+nUaua+n except on a finely open m-polar set. But ßE M,

and so this equality holds a.e. ß. Hence nUaua+n < ua a.e. ß and consequently

p(ûa) < ß(ua). Similarly ß(ua) < p(ûa).    Q.E.D.
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Next comes the main result of this section. It is of obvious probabilistic interest

and will also be used in §7 to obtain results about the potential theory of X and X.

As in §5 we shall suppose without loss of generality in the remainder of this section

that fi = Û is the canonical space of all right continuous maps w from R+ to Eu{ A}

which have left limits in E on ]0, c(w)[. Then Xt(oj) = Xt(u>) = oj(t) and the various

processes are described by families of measures on 12. Thus a u-transform Xu of

X is described by the family of measures Pxlu and X"(w) = Xt(u>) = w(i) is the

coordinate map for each t > 0.

We define the reversal X of X as follows:

(6.4) *,(«) = f?fr-*>-(w)    *0<*<fM<oo,
A otherwise.

Note that t —► Xt(uj) is right continuous on ]0, oo[ and has left limits in E on

]0, t(u;)] if c(w) < oo. But Xq+ need not exist in general. Thus the map r which

sends w into the trajectory roj(t) = Xt(oj) does not map fl into fl.

(6.5) THEOREM. Let p E M and u = U(p). Let ß E M with /¿(it) < oo and

let û = U(ß).  Then (XuPuMu)t>o has the same law as (Xt,Pü^u)t>0.

REMARKS. By (6.3), p(v) = ß(u) < oo. Hence, p(û = oo) = 0 = ß(u = oo).

Thus uß is carried by Eu and up is carried by Eß. Hence P"A/« an(j puu./u ^0

not depend on our convention for extending /¡-transforms from Eh to E in §5. Of

course, u (resp. û) is only determined up to a finely open m-polar (resp. cofinely

open m-copolar) set, but we claim that P"^" (resp. putl/u) is uniquely determined.

To this end suppose v E S and u = v a.e. to. Then N = {u ^ v} is a finely open

m-polar set. Since ß E M,ß(N) = 0 and so uß = vß (as measures) and each is

carried by Eu n Ev. Let A = {x:Px(Tn < oo) > 0}. Then A is a finely open

m-polar set and hence ß(A) =0. If x E H = Ac n Nc n Eu n S„ and F e 7?, t > 0,

then

w(x)PI/u[F,i < f] = Ex[Fu(Xt)] = Ex[Fv(Xt)] = v(x)Px'v[F,t < c].

Hence Px'u[F,t < c] = Px/v[F,t < c] for F E 7t° and t > 0. But F n {i <

ç}, F G ^°, is a 7r-system generating 7°, and since uß = vß is carried by H above,

puß/u _ pv/i/w   Similarly Pûm/û does not depend on the particular choice of û.

PROOF. By (5.4), Xu and X are in weak duality with respect to urn. According

to Nagasawa's theorem (5.5) applied to (XU,X,urn), (Xt)t>o under PUA/" js a

right continuous homogeneous Markov process whose transition semigroup we may

compute as follows: Let (î/£) be the resolvent of Xu. If g E b£ +, then

(6.6) {uß)Uu(g) = !   ß(dx)u(x)-^-rU(gu)(x)
Jeu u\xi

since uß is carried by Eu. But aUau < u, and it follows that if u(x) = 0, then

Uau(x) = 0 for a > 0. Letting a decrease to 0 gives Uu(x) = 0, and so U(gu)

vanishes on {u = 0). Thus the right side of (6.6) may be written ßU(gu) = (û, gu) =

um(gu). Hence û is the copotential of the measure uß relative to (XU,X, urn).

Consequently by (5.5) the semigroup of (Xt)t>o under P"A/« js pu   ßy ¡ts very
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definition Xu has this semigroup and so to complete the proof of (6.5) we must

check that the two processes in question have the same entrance law.

For this it suffices to show, for a > 0 and / a bounded continuous function, that

/•oo roo

(6.7) /     e~atEuii/u[f(X{^t)_);t<c]dt= /     e-atÊû^u[f(Xt)]dt
Jo Jo

since ß(u) < oo and p(u) < oo imply that each side of (6.7) is finite and that each

of the expectations in (6.7) is right continuous in t, at least on ]0, oo[. We prepare

two lemmas for the proof of (6.7).

(6.8)   LEMMA.   Let ua = Ua(p).   Then for each a > 0, u(x)Ex/u(e~ai) =

ua(x) a.e. ß and the exceptional set is contained in {u = oo} U {u ^ ua + aUau}.

PROOF. If u(x) < oo and a > 0,

/oo e~at dt

= u(x)[l - aU^l(x)] = u(x) - aUau(x).

By (6.1), u = ua + aUau except possibly on a finely open m-polar set. But ß E M

and so u = ua + aUau a.e. ß. Since ß(u = oo) = 0, we obtain (6.8).

(6.9) LEMMA. The set {u = oo}U{u ± ua+aUau} in Lemma (6.8) is fi-polar

(for (Xt,Px)).

PROOF. By (6.1), {u / ua + aUau} is a finely open m-polar set, and hence

/¿-polar because of ß E M and the dual of (3.8). If A = {u = co}, then A is finely

closed and Pa{x, ■) is carried by A. Since E^[u(Xta)] < ß(u) < oo, P^^a < oo)

= 0. Thus A is /¿-polar.    Q.E.D.
We return now to the proof of (6.7). The left-hand side of (6.7) equals

EuNu I   e~ai°etf(Xt)dt= /    Euß/u[Exw/u(e-ai)f(Xt);t<c]dt
Jo Jo

= l°° dtIu(x)ß(dx)Ex/u[Ex^/u(e-^)f(Xt);t < í].

Applying (5.1) and remembering that /¿(it = oo) = 0 this becomes

H dt j ß(dx)Ex[u(Xt)Ex^lu(e-^)f(Xt )]

where we have used the fact that Ex[u(Xt)] < u(x) so that the integral in x above

is really over Eu. In light of (6.8) and (6.9) we rewrite this as

Idt iß(dx)Ex[ua(Xt)f(Xt)] = ßU(uQf) = (û,uaf).

Next, the right-hand side of (6.7) may be written / Û^f(x)û(x)p(dx). But

p(û = oo) = 0 and Ua(fû) = 0 on {u = 0}, so this last expression becomes

/
p(dx)Ûa(fû)(x) = pUa(fû) = (ua,fù) = (û,uaf).

Hence (6.7) holds and this completes the proof of (6.5).    Q.E.D.

The following corollary, or more precisely its dual, will be used in §7.
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(6.10) COROLLARY.   Under the hypotheses of (6.5):

(i) Xf_ exists in E, P6"/* a.s. on {0 < c < oo}.

(ii) For each f E b£, Uaf(Xi)_ exists and equals Uaf(X^), Pû^û a.s. on

{0 < c < oo}.

PROOF. Using the notation of (6.4), let Ç = inf{t >0:Xt = A}. Then {0 < c <

oo} = {0 < f < oo} and f = ç on this set. Now

(6.11)    P*"'û\Xt- exists in E, Uaf(Xi)_ exists and

equals Uaf(X^), 0 < Ç < oo]

_ pûM/fi[x0+ exists in E, Uaf(X0)+ exists and

equals Uaf(X0+), 0 < ç < oo]

= Puíí/u[X0+ exists in E, Uaf(X0)+ exists and

equals Uaf(X0+), 0 < ç < oo],

where the second equality follows from the dual of (6.5). If t > 0 and x E Eu

Px/u[X0+ exists in E, Uaf(X0)+ exists and equals Uaf(X0+),t < c]

= u(x)~1Ex[u(Xt);Xo+ exists in E,Uaf(X0)+ exists and

equals Uaf(X0+),t < c]

= u(x)-1Ex[u(Xt);t<c],

where the last equality follows from the very definition of a right process. Since u

is excessive this last term increases to one as t decreases to zero. Combining this

with the fact that uß is carried by Eu, the last expression in (6.11) is equal to

FuA/u[0 < f < oo]

which, using (6.5) once again, is equal to p*Wu[0 < c < oo].    Q.E.D.

Although it will not be needed in this paper, it is of interest to investigate to

what extent the assumption ß(u) < oo may be weakened in (6.5). As example

(6.13) shows it cannot be dropped altogether even if ß is carried by Eu. However,

we have the following positive result. The remarks following (6.5) apply equally

here.

(6.12) PROPOSITION. Let pE M and ß E M. Letu = U(p) and û = U(ß).

If p(û = oo) = 0 and ß(u = oo) = 0, then the conclusion of (6.5) is valid.

PROOF. Since ß is cr-finite and ß(u = oo) = Owe may choose disjoint sets

Ek E £ with E = (jEk and ¡E udß < oo for each k. Let ßk = lEkß- Then

ßk E M, ßk{u) < oo, and ß = FJ/¿fc. Thus each ßk satisfies the hypotheses of

(6.5). If ufe = U(ßk), then û = J2uk a-e- m because Fjfc ßkU = ßU. Since û is only
determined m a.e. we may suppose û = FJûfc. Now

puß/u =    [ u(x)fl(dx)Px/u = ^PUßk/U-
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On the other hand, using (5.3) and u(û = oo) = 0,

pûu/û=  i ^(dx)û(x)Px/û =  Í   p(dx)û(x)Px/û

= [   p(dx)Yûk(x)Pxl^=yjPû^lû",
Jeí.

where the last equality follows because each uk = 0 on {u = 0}. But (6.5) applies

to each ßk, and hence (6.12) is valid.    Q.E.D.

We close this section with two examples, the first of which illustrates the delicacy

of (6.12). The second is important for time reversal of processes in strong duality.

(6.13) EXAMPLE. The state space E = R, X is translation to the right at

unit speed killed when it hits (singleton) {0}, and X translation to the left at

unit speed killed when it hits {0}. Clearly X and X are in strong duality relative

to Lebesgue measure m(dx) = dx. Let p = So- Then pU = l]_oo,o[W, so i¿ =

U(p) = lj-oo^. Thus Eu =] - oo,0[. Define ß(dx) = x~2l]-00io[(x)dx. Then

û = U(ß) = |a;|-1l]_00)o](a;). Now uß = ß while Xu is simply the restriction of X

to ] — oo, 0[ = Eu, and then extended to E by our convention. On the other hand

up = oo • £o and the restriction of up to Eu is zero! Thus there seems to be no

transparent interpretation of pu>ilu in this case.

(6.14) EXAMPLE. Let X and X be in strong duality relative to m. Let u(x, y) be

the potential density (a = 0) in (1.4). Let Px>y = PxK>y) and Py>x = P*M*,).

If 0 < u(x,y) < oo, it is immediate from (6.5) with ß = sx and p = ey that (Xt)t>o

under Px,y is equivalent to (Xt)t>o under Py'x. This is somewhat stronger than

the known fact that Py'x almost surely c < oo and Xf_ = x (see [10 or 11]). It

now follows that (Xt+,Px'y)t>o has the same law as (Xt,Py'x)t>o- Of course, the

roles of X and X may be interchanged in this discussion.

7. The third characterization of potentials. Again, in this section, X and

X are Borel right processes on E in weak duality with respect to to. We also assume

that X and X are defined on the canonical path space fi discussed following (5.2)

and the proof of (6.3). We fix a countable dense set (gn) in bC+(E) with gi = 1.

Choose g G £+ , 0 < g < 1, with m(g) < oo and h = Uq < 1. Define

(7.1) A = Pint0 < ? < °°- Xi- exists in Ey Kxi-) = Hxç)-,
r    n

Ûr(hgn)(Xi.) = Ûr(hgn)(X,).},

where r runs over the strictly positive rationals. Then A G 7° and for each t > 0

(7.2) 0t-1(A)n{i<c} = An{i<c}.

The set A will play an important role in the remainder of this section. We begin

with the following property, the converse of which will be proved shortly in (7.9).

(7.3) PROPOSITION. Let pE M, and let u = U(p). Then PX/U(A) = 1 a.e. m

on Eu.

PROOF. Choose g E b£+ with m(g) < oo, /ugdm < oo, and g = 0 off Eu.

We are going to apply the dual of (6.10). Here is the correspondence needed. In
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this application, (u, Ûg, gm, p) correspond to (û, u, p, ß) in (the duals of) (6.5) and

(6.10). Note that gm(u) = J gudm < oo. Hence, by the dual of (6.10),

(7.4) p9W«(A) = psW«(o < c < oo).

But Pxlu(c > 0) = 1 for all xEE, while Px/U(ç < oo) = limQ^0£l/u(e-aç). Let

ua = Ua(p). Then by (6.8)

(7.5) u(x)Ex/u(e-ai) = ua(x)

except possibly on {i¿ = oo} UN where N is a finely open m-polar set. From (7.5),

ua < u a.e. m and i¿Q increases a.e. to to a function v as a decreases to zero through

rational values. Thus v < u a.e. m. On the other hand if / > 0, f fua dm = pUaf

increases to pUf = f uf dm as a decreases to zero, and so v = u a.e. m. Thus

from (7.5), Ex/U(e~a^) increases to one a.e. m on Eu, and so Pxlu(c < oo) = 1 a.e.

m on È„. Now (7.4) gives P9um/U(A) = f gudm, and since g is arbitrary on Eu

subject to the conditions in the first sentence of this proof, we see that PX/U(A) = 1

a.e. m on Eu.    Q.E.D.
Since Pxlu(c < oo) = 0 if x £ Eu (recall our convention if x (£ Eu), (7.3) may

be restated: If u = U(p) with pE M, then

(7.6) PX/U(A) = lEu    a.e. m.

From (7.2) it is clear that for any u E S, x —y PX/U(A) is excessive for the

semigroup (Ptu). Hence there exists w E S with w(x) = u(x)Px/u(A) on {u < oo}.

This simple result is stated in [10, (1.1)] and proved in [11, (1.3)]. For completeness,

here is the proof. Let tp(x) = PX,/"(A) with u E S. Then <p is excessive for

(P"), <p E £, and p = 0off Eu. Set w(x) = u(x)<p(x) if u(x) < oo and w(x) = oo

if u(x) = oo. Since Pt(x, •) is carried by {i¿ < oo} if u(x) < oo, one has for x E Eu

Ptw(x) = Pt(u<p)(x) = u(x)P?<p(x),

and this increases to w(x) as t decreases to zero. If u(x) = 0, Ptw(x) < Ptu(x) = 0

for all í > 0.  Therefore Ptw increases to w on {u < oo} as t decreases to zero.

Clearly Ptw < w everywhere, and so defining w = limt jo Ptw, w E S and w = ¡pu

on {u < oo}. In particular, w = u<p a.e. m because m(u = oo) = 0.

The next result is a key property of A.

(7.7) PROPOSITION. Lei u G S. Then u(x)Px/u(A) is the potential of a mea-

sure p E M.

REMARK. This really means the excessive function it; introduced above (7.7) is

the potential of p. But U(p) is only determined a.e. m and w = t¿(-)P'/u(A) a.e.

m, and so the above loose statement is not unreasonable.

PROOF. We are going to apply (A14) in the Appendix to the processes Xu and

X which are in weak duality relative to urn. Note that A defined in (7.1) agrees

with A defined in (A12). According to (A14) there exists a a-finite measure p on

E such that for each a > 0 and f E £ +

(7.8) (fp)Ua = E'u[e-aif(Xi-); A]um,

and p is, in fact, the Revuz measure of At = IaI^.ooiW regarded as an additive

functional charging c of Xu. When a = 0 and / = 1, (7.8) states that uP'/"(A) =

U(p). Note that p E M since u < oo a.e. m.    Q.E.D.

Here is the promised third characterization of potentials.
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(7.9) THEOREM. Let u E S- Then u is the potential of a measure p E M if

and only if P'/U(A) = 1 a.e. m on Eu.

PROOF. Let w E S with w = itP/u(A) on {u < oo}. By (7.7), w = U(p) with

p E M- If P'/U(A) = 1 a.e. m on Eu, then u = w a.e. m, and so u = U(p). The

converse was proved already in (7.3).    Q.E.D.

The set A enables us to give another description of the Riesz decomposition (4.5)

and (4.8) of an element it G S into the potential of a measure p E M. and an element

hE M. Given it G S, then, as we have shown in (7.7), uP'lu(A) = w is the potential

U(p) of a measure p E M. It follows from (7.2) that x —> PX/U(AC) is excessive for

(Ptu), and consequently there exists an h E S with uP'/"(Ac) = h on {u < oo}.

Hence

(7.10) u = w + h   on {it < oo},

and, in particular a.e. m.

(7.11) PROPOSITION. Lei it G S. Then (7.10) is the decomposition described

in (4.5) and (4.8).

PROOF. By (7.7) and (7.10), w is a potential of a measure in M and w is strongly

m-dominated (4.6) by i¿. Suppose p = U(v) is the potential of a measure v E M

and p is strongly m-dominated by u. Then there exists r E S with it = p + r a.e.

m. Using (5.3) and the remarks following (6.5) we see that a.e. m,

uP/u(A) = pP/P(A) + rP'r(A) =p + rP'r(A),

where the second equality follows from (7.3). Thus p is strongly m-dominated by

id = t¿P'/u(A) and so w is the potential U(u) in (4.8). lfu = w-\-ho a.e. m is the

decomposition of (4.8), then because of (7.10), h = ho a.e. to, and this establishes

(7.11).    Q.E.D.
The formula (7.8) and the interpretation of p as the Revuz measure of At =

1a1[ç,oo[M relative to (XU,X, urn) enable one to write down several expressions

for p. (Remember, p is the measure such that uP'/u(A) = U(p).) For example,

from (Al) and (A2)

p(f) =limí"1 fu(x)Ex/u[f(Xi.);A,ç< t]m(dx)
(7.12) ti0       J

=  lim a / u(x)Ex/u[e~aíf(Xi-);A]m(dx).

If (ipn) E b£+ is chosen so that U<pn Î 1, then using (7.8) with a = 0 gives

(7.13) p(f) = lim j vn(x)u(x)Exlu[f(X,-); A]m(dx).

In particular, if there exists a xpa with Uaxpa = 1, then

(7.14) p(dy) =  fxpa(x)u(x)Ex/u[e-ai;X^ E dy,A]m(dx).

When X is honest, that is, aUal = 1 for a > 0, (7.14) reduces to

(7.15) p(dy) = i ju(x)Ex'u[e-^;Xi- E dy,A]m(dx)

provided a > 0.
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All of the formulas (7.12)—(7.15) relate p to the distribution of Xf_ on A under
P'lu.

Finally it is worthwhile to remark explicitly that (7.11) implies that uP'/u(Ac) G

)i for each it G S.

Appendix. The purpose of this Appendix is to extend some of the results of

[5] about the Revuz measure of a homogeneous random measure (HRM) to HRMs

which are allowed to charge c. All unexplained notation and terminology may be

found in [5].

Suppose X is a Borel right process and m is a fixed (cr-finite) excessive measure

for X. We suppose that í —> Xt has left limits in E Pm a.s. on ]0, c[. No duality

hypotheses are assumed at the moment. Let Z+ be the Borel cr-field of R+ = [0, oo[.

Recall that a (raw) HRM, k, is a kernel from (fi, 7) to (R+, R+) such that k(uj, ■)

is carried by ]0, c(w)[ and is a countable sum of finite measures for almost all w,

and satisfies k(9toj,B) = k(ui,B + T(u)) a.s. on {T < oo} for each stopping time

T and Borel set B E Z+. If n(u, ■) is only carried by ]0, c(w)] OR4" we say that k is

an HRM possibly charging ç. The Revuz measure p = pK of an HRM, k, is defined

by

(Al) p(f) = \imr1Em f    f(Xs_)K(ds)
'1° J]o,t]

for / G £+ . It is well known, and an easy consequence of [5, (8.5)], that

roo

(A2) //(/)=  lim aEm /     e-asf(Xs-)K(ds)

for / G £+ where the limit in (A2) is an increasing limit as a increases to infinity.

Of course, these limits may be infinite. If /c is an HRM possibly charging ç the

limits in (Al) and (A2) make sense and exist (possibly infinite) and axe equal if

/ = 1 (that is, f(Xa-) is set equal to one in (Al) and (A2)), or for any / G £+ if

Xç_ exists in E a.s. Pm on {/c({f}) > 0}. In the latter case p is again called the

Revuz measure of k and it is a measure on E.

If X is a standard process and At = k(]0, t]) is a natural additive functional with

uniformly bounded jumps, then Revuz [7] has shown that pK is ^-finite. For general

Borel right processes his argument shows that for such a k, pK is a countable sum

of finite measures. See Example (A3) below. If we assume that X has a weak dual

X with respect to m and At = /c(]0, i]) is natural and finite on ]0, ç[, then it can

be shown using results in [5] that pK is rj-finite. In all of these assertions n is an

HRM. If k is allowed to charge c, they may fail as example (A4) below shows.

(A3) EXAMPLE. Let {0fc} be a strictly increasing sequence in ]0,7r[, and in the

complex plane C, let Rk = {ret6lc;r > 0} be the open ray in the upper half plane

making angle 0fe with the positive real axis. Let R- = {re~l7r//2;r > 1} and define

E = \Jk>l Rk U {0} U R-. The process X is defined as follows: If X(0) G Rk, then
X translates at unit speed towards the origin along Rk and as it approaches zero it

jumps to e_l7r/2 and continues to translate down R- at unit speed. If X(0) G R-, X

just translates down i?_ at unit speed, and if X(0) = 0, then X remains at zero for

an exponential holding time with parameter one and then dies. The reader should

draw a sketch. It is evident that X is a (transient) Borel right process having left
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limits in E on ]0, ç] fl R+. Let m be one-dimensional Lebesgue measure on each

of the rays Rk, k > 1, and on R-, and let m({0}) = 0. Then m is excessive,

but X does not have a weak dual relative to m. Let L = sup{i:Xt G \jRk} and

T = inf{i:Xt E R-} where, as usual, the supremum and infimum of the empty set

are 0 and +oo. Let At = l{o<z,<t} — l{o<T<t}- Then A is a predictable additive

functional (not charging c) with At < 1. It is easy to see that the Revuz measure

p of A is given by p = oo • £o; that is, u(f) = oo if /(0) > 0 and p(f) = 0 if
f(0) = 0 for all / G £+. Thus p is not cr-finite although it is a countable sum of

finite measures.

(A4) Example. We modify the previous example. This time E = Ufc>i Rk U {0}

and the process now dies as it approaches zero along Rk- (This is just the previous

process killed at T.) With m as before but restricted to this E, X has a weak dual

X relative to m. Namely if X(0) = 0 then X remains at zero for an exponential

holding time with parameter one and then dies, and if X(0) G Rk, X translates

away from the origin at unit speed along Rk. This time let At = luRk (Xo)l[i)00[(*)•

Note that Xf_ G E. Once again A is a predictable additive functional and its Revuz

measure is oo • So-

To begin the general discussion let k be an HRM of X possibly charging c. We

emphasize that rc(di) is carried by ]0, ç]. The following results are the analogs of

(8.5) and (8.7) of [5]. The proofs there need only minor changes to extend to the

present situation, and so we omit them. It is not assumed that X has a weak dual

relative to m. We write A/c(c) = t({c}) for the mass of k at c.

(A5) THEOREM. Let k, be an HRM of X possibly charging Ç. Let n be a
measure on E that is a countable sum of finite measures. Then for each a > 0

/•oo

\imr1Er>uaK(]0,t]) = E* j    e~atK(dt).

*i° Jo

(A6) THEOREM.   Let k be an HRM of X possibly charging ç and suppose that

\imtiot~1EmK(]0, t]) < oo. Let f E b£*+ with t —> /(Xt_) left continuous on ]0, c[

a.s. Pm. Suppose also that a.s. Pm on {A/c(c) > 0}, one has X?_ existing in E

andf(Xi-) = f(X()-. Then

(A7) p(f) = limi-1^"1 f     f(Xs_)K(ds) = limí-1í;m[/(Xo)/c(]0,í])].
UO ,/]0it] tto

We next need the Revuz formula for HRM's which may charge ç. In the remain-

der of this section we suppose that X and X are in weak duality relative to m; that

is, (1.1) and (1.2) are satisfied. The proof of the next result is different from the

one given in [5] for the analogous result [5, (9.3)] and seems better suited to the

present situation.

( A8) THEOREM. Let k be an HRM possibly charging c with p(l) = pK{f) < oo-

Let u%(x) = Ex f0 e~athz(dt) be the a-potential of k. Choose a countable collection

(gn) C bC^(E) which is uniformly dense in bC^(E) and with gi = 1. Define

r = p|r|{0 < f < oo, Xf_ exists in E, f7rg„(Xç_) = Urgn(X¡)-},
r    n

where r > 0 runs through the positive rationals. If Ak(ç) = It-Ak(ç) a.s. Pm, then

for each a > 0, pUa = u"m.
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REMARKS. Of course, u" E Sa and so (A8) asserts in the terminology of §3

that p E Ma for each a > 0 and it" = Ua(p). We shall say that Are(c) is carried

by T when the condition Are(c) = lrAre(c) a.s. Pm holds.

PROOF. Let / = Urgn for some n and positive rational r. It is well known,

e.g. [5, (9.6)], that í —> /(Xt_) is Pm a.s. left continuous on ]0, f[. Since Are(f) is

carried by T we may apply (A7) to obtain

pUrgn = limi-1Er"[/(Xo)/c(]0,i])] = hmr1 Efm[n(]0,t])].

If h E £ +, J fhdm = (h,Urgn) = (Urh,gn), and so fm = (gnm)Ur as measures.

Now using (A5)
roo

pUrgn = E^m /     e-rtK(dt) = (gn,urK).

Jo

Thus pUr(gn) = (gn,urK) for all n. Since gi = 1, f urK dm = pUr(l) < oo. It follows

from the density of (gn) in bC^(E) that pUr = urKm for each positive rational r.

But as r decreases to a, urK increases to it", and pUr increases to pUa, completing

the proof of (A8).

(A9)  COROLLARY.   Let F(t,x) E (R+ x <?)+.  Under the hypotheses of (A8),

(A10) j m(dx)Ex j F(t,x)hz(dt)= j     dt j pPt(dx)F(t,x).

PROOF. If F(t,x) = e~atf(x) with / G b£, (A10) follows from (A8). For
F(t,x) = e~t<p(t)f(x) with ip and / bounded, (A10) is of the form

fm(dx)f(x)Ex j e-lip{t)K(dt) = f°° e"V(0MA(/)di.

Both sides are bounded measures in <p and / and since equality holds for <p(t) =

e~at, it holds for all bounded <p and /. Now (A9) follows by a monotone class

argument.    Q.E.D.

The next formula is obtained from (A8) exactly as in the proof of [5, (9.9)]. Of

course re is assumed to satisfy the hypotheses of (A8);

(All) (fp)Ûa(dx)
roo

Ex /     e-"í/(Xí_)re(dí)
./o

m(dx)

for fE£ + .
REMARK. (A8) was proved assuming pK(l) < oo. Using the fact that for any

HRM, re, possibly charging c, 2kEmK,(]0,2~h]) increases to pK(l) as k increases to

infinity, one can extend (A8), (A9) and (All) to any HRM, re, possibly charging ç

with Are(ç) carried by T such that re = FJ ren where pKn (1) < oo for each n.

We now specialize the preceding results to a situation of particular importance

for this paper. We assume X and X are in weak duality with respect to m and

that X is transient. Fix g G £ with 0 < g < 1, m(q) < oo, and h = Uq < 1. Let

(gn) be a countable, uniformly dense subset of bC+(E) with gi = 1. Define

(A12) A = HPK0 < f < °°> xi- exists in E,h(Xt-) = h(Xi)-,
r     n

Ûr(hgn)(X,.) = Ûr(hgn)(Xi)^),
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where r > 0 runs over the positive rationals. Finally define

(A13) At = lAl[floo[(t).

Then A is an (adapted) additive functional of X which charges ç—in fact, dAt is

carried by {ç}.

( A14 ) PROPOSITION.  Let p be the Revuz measure of A defined in (A13). Then
p is a o-finite measure on E and, for each a > 0, f E £+,

(fp)Ua(dx) = Ex[e-a<f(X<-);A]m(dx).

PROOF. The function h = Uq is coexcessive, 0 < h < 1, and X and Xh are in

weak duality with respect to hm by (5.4). Let (Va) be the resolvent of Xh so that

Vaf=^Ua(hf).

Consequently, for each gn and rational r > 0, one has on A

(A15)       vW).*fiJ.™^*,

Let v be the Revuz measure of A relative to (X, Xh, hm) and let

/•OO

uaA(x) = Ex        e~atdAt

Jo

be the a-potential of A. Then
roo

(A16) aEhm /     e~at dAt = a(h,uaA) = a(Uq, uA) = a(q, UuQA).
Jo

The resolvent equations for additive functionals [1, (IV-2.3)] states that uA +

aUuA = UA, and so aí7it^ <uA<l- Thus

a(/i,itA) < (g, 1) = m(q) < oo,

and hence v is finite because by (A2), the left-most member of (A16) increases to

1^(1) as a increases to infinity. Consequently, taking (A15) into account, (A8) and

(All) may be applied to A, v and (X, Xh, hm) to give, for each a > 0 and / G £+ ,

(A17) (fv)Va = (UaAf) ■ hm

where
/»OO

(A18) U%f(x) = Ex /    e-atf(Xt-)dAt = Ex[e~a<f(X^);A].
Jo

Recalling the definition of Va, (A17) becomes

(f^)Ûa = U2f-m,

or defining A = v/h, (fX)Ua = UAf-m. Clearly A is cr-finite and we shall complete

the proof of ( A14) by showing X = p. To this end p, the Revuz measure of A relative

to (X, X, m), is given by

p(f)=  lim a fuUdm=  lim a(fX)Ûa(l) = X(f)
a—»oo       / a—*oo
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since aÛal increases to 1 as a increases to infinity.    Q.E.D.

REMARK. In the proof of (A14) we assumed that X is transient. This can be

avoided by passing to the one subprocesses Y and Y of X and X. The processes

Y and Y are in weak duality relative to m and A may be regarded as an additive

functional of Y in a standard manner. It is then easy to check that the Revuz

measure of A relative to (Y, Y,m) is still p. We leave the standard details to the

interested reader.
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